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THE TREATMENT OF UrERINE MYOMA.
Smn,-On the points raised by Mr. Skene Keith, I am particularly

desirous, first, of saying that the appearance of four cases in two
separate lists does not in the least degree involve that they were
intended to count twice over. They have not been counted twice
over, and have not been made to do duty for eight cases or eight
recoveries. In leavring out of count all the cases of the particular
operation in question, which occurred before 1880, I did so for a
particular reason, which is given at length in my book. It is
briefly that I was dealing with the mortality of the operation and
not with that of the early and inexperienced operator.
The discovery of the omission of two cases from my Cardiff

paper, and their appearance in my second list, is due to the fact
that they were cases of the kind fully discussed-that is, where
it was difficult to decide whether we were removing cystic ovaries
from a myomatous uterus, and, therefore, performing what is
generally called ovariotomy; or removing the uterine appendages
for the treatment of uterine myoma. There must always be such
cases occurring, and there can be no hard-and-fast line drawn in
such divisions. In both these cases, after much more mature ex-
perience extending over eight years, I decided to remove them
from the list of ovariotomies and place them where they were
more properly situated-among the removals of uterine append-
ages for myoma. Of course, such transferences are no longer likely,
but in the early records mature experience shows what was best
to be done. Such a transference was inevitable, and the marvel
to me is that the number of cases in which there was some diver-
sity was s0 few as they have been. Submitted to such microscopic
investigation, my book comes out very satisfactorily.
Concerning the case published on pages 338 and 339 of my book,

Mr. Skene Keith says that " Amongst a long list of statements
said by the patient and her friends to be totally inaccurate, etc."
All I can say is, that the statements given in my book are given
on the authority and extracted from letters of the late Dr. Angus
Macdonald, Dr. Brewis, Dr. Alfred Harrison, and Mr. Greig Smith,
and the only statement on my own authority is the description of
the operation which I performed. That operation occurred in the
presence of and with the direct and immediate assistance of Dr.
Harrison, Dr. Johnstone, of Danville, and Mr. Greig Smith; so
that the details of this description can be perfectly easily substan-
tiated, if there is any need that I should do so. The statement
quoted from me as to the subsequent condition of the patientwhen
last heard of, and which Mr. Skene Keith would make appear as
incorrect, is based upon a letter from Dr. Brewis on December
18th, 1887, and one from the patient herself, dated January 12th,
1888, which letter concludes as follows: " I have tried riding and
lawn tennis, but the worst of it is I like to do these things with
all my might. I have had to give them up for a time, as I made
myself ill; but I must not complaln, as I never thought T should
be able to do anything active again, and I have to thank you, dear
Mr. Tait, for giving me back my strength." So much for the first
part of Mr. Skene Keith's narrative. The second part of Mr. Skene
Keith's statement, that he found and removed an ovary and tube
after Dr. Angus Macdonald hacO failed to find it, and after I had
removed the greater part of the uterus, failing to find the ovary
and tube-the second said failure being under the eyes of Dr.
Johnstone and Mr. Greig Smith-may be true; but is immensely
unlikely.-I am, etc.
Birmingham. LAWSON TAIT.

THE SEWERAGE OF CHICHESTER.
Sra,-Neither of the schemes for the disposal of the sewage of

Chichester, described in the BBITIsH MEDICAL JOURNAL of
November 1st, appear to me to be satisfactory, and I am
astonished that no one has come forward with the third alterna-
tive, that suggested itself to me three years ago when I was
walking through the district, and which I considered more fully
when in the neighbourhood last summer.
The only effluent that can be discharged without ill effects intoriver or sea is that which has been purified by the action of the

nitrifying bacteria in the "living earth," while the sludge, worth-
less in itself, can always be disposed of by ploughing in. In the
case of barren sands its presence is a positive advantage; by con-
verting the sand into soil it actually gives it a power of purify-ing the sewage that it did not possess originally, a power which
increases year by year-witness the sand " dunes " of Konigsberg,
which are now let to market gardeners at £10 per acre!

Now, at a less distance from Chichester than Bracklesham Bay
are the wide levels of the Pagham Harbour Company's estate, in
process of reclamation, part already arable or pasture, but mostly
salt marsh, sandy flats submerged from time to time by sea water,
pebbly sand thinly covered with coarse grass or bare shingle.
There is no surrounding population to oppose the scheme, and I
cannot conceive a site or a soil better suited for the purpose of
sewage irrigation, or one which would be more improved by such
treatment. Lying for the most part below the high-water mark,
the sewage could be distributed by gravitation. The automatic
action of the sluice, which keeps out the sea, would arrest the in-
termittent filtration, and the sludge, besides converting the salt
sand into soil, would gradually effect the filling up of the de-
pressions now forming brackish ponds, and raise the general level
of the land above the salty ground-water. Bognor, too, would do
well to divert its sewage, now turned into the sea to the manifest
deterioration of the foreshore, in Uhe same direction, and Selsea,
which will ere long be a growing town, might do the same,
abolishing the cesspits which already pbllute many of the wells.-
I am, etc., EDWARD F. WTLLOUGHBY,
Green Lanes, N. M.D.Lond., D.P.H.Lond. and Camb.

MIDWIVES REGISTRATION BILL AND THE OBSTETRICAL
SOCIETY OF LONDON.

SIR,-A postcard has been sent to each Fellow of the Obstetrical
Society of London, asking if he is favourable to the Midwives
Registration Bill, and stating that the object of the Bill is "to
legalise the practice of ordinary midwifery by women after three
months' training." This statement is incorrect and misleading;
and any answer received from a Fellow who believes the object
of the Bill to be as here stated will be utterly useless. The Bill
does not legalise the practice of ordinary midwifery by women.
Any woman may now legally practise midwifery, and in doing so
she incurs no penalty save for malpraxis. The object of the Bill
is to prevent a woman calling herself a midwife if she is incom-
petent to attend natural labour. No mention is made of " three
months' training." The second clause of the Midwives Registra-
tion Bill, as amended by the Select Committee, provides that:
" The General Council shall cause to be framed and approved rules
regulating the conditions of admission to examinations and the
course of study to be pursued previous to examination." The
postcard is an invitation to the Fellows of the Society to stultify
the action of their Council, which has for years been labouring
to improve the condition of midwives, and to have them regis-
tered, so that the poor may be able to know whether a woman
professing to be a midwife is safely competent or dangerously
ignorant.-I am, etc.,
Upper Wimpole Street, W. JAMES H. AVELitN.

THE PRE3IDENCY OF THE IRISH COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS.

Sm,-Your well informed (?) correspondent should, I think,
havedetermined the truth of the statements contained in his
communication of November 8th before he published them, and
assumed the role of censor. The facts are simple. Mr. Croly,
President, has expressed to individual Fellows his willingness to
retain the office for another term. Mr. Carte stands on his pre-
scriptive right to pass from the vice-presidency to the presidential
chair. As for myself, the allegation that I have ofered myself
and that there will be three candidates is simply-untrue.
-I am, etc., EDWARD HAMILTON.

St. Stephen's Green, Dublin.

THE DANGERS OF TESTIMONIALS.
SIR,-lndeed we cannot be too cautious in giving testimonials.

I find myself described as having given my testimonial to some
quack American hernia specialist-in company, it is true, with
Sir Henry Thompson and Professor Wood, F.R.S. How they were
let in, or how they treated the matter, I cannot say. But how the
"confidence trick " was played upon myself was as follows:
One morning, when sitting at the receipt of custom, two very

dirty individuals (Americans), smelling of tobacco and alcohol,
called; the showman or boss asking me to examine his friend for
rupture. This I did and I found none, or, at any rate, if there
ever had been one, it had disappeared. This 1 told him. He then
said, would I mind givng a note to his " employers " to say that
he might continue with light work if a truss was used. Well, I


